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sToXX “shi Tuo”
The indian invesTor
sTrong balance sheeTs
low risk sTraTegy

STOXX launcheS chineSe verSiOn Of iTS name

STOXX launcheS
chineSe verSiOn
Of iTS name
The beginning of
wisdom is To call
Things by Their
proper name.
confucius

STOXX ltd. this month launched the
chinese version of its name , a process
that has not only allowed us to deepen
our impact in one of the world’s biggest
and most important financial markets
but also to give thought to what the
business of indexing means in a country
and a language that is infinitely different
from english.

SHIRLEY LOW
STOXX Ltd.

The conversion of a name from one
language into another is a new creation
of the same identity. There has to be
melody and music that helps the name
enter the memories of those who speak
the language.
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STOXX Pulse spoke to two people –
Shirley low and marianne friese - who
took on the task of finding an identity for
STOXX in chinese. Shirley low is head
of asia/Pacific for STOXX ltd. marianne
friese is head of marianne friese
consulting Gmbh, a firm that helps
companies find chinese names. She has
helped nearly two dozen companies and
brands find chinese names, including
the world famous German party drink
Jägermeister.
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SHIRLEY LOW
you came up wiTh The vision ThaT
sToXX needed an idenTiTy in chinese?
can you Tell us whaT you had in mind?

STOXX hired me in 2011 to set up its
asia team. and right at the start of my
career at STOXX, i knew the company
needed a meaningful version of its
name in chinese that symbolized
the company’s value and mission in
one of the world’s largest and
upcoming financial markets. also, i
wanted a name that would have simple
chinese characters that are easy for
people to recognize and remember.
i have seen a few foreign companies
that have entered Greater china with
such difficult characters that people
in china cannot recognize these
characters. These companies failed
to etch their brand and identity into
the memories of chinese people.
So that was definitely something
i wanted to avoid.

whaT were your ThoughTs regarding
whaT The chinese name of sToXX should
look like and sound like?

diverse team. Therefore 势, with its
profound meaning, has a firm footing in
our chinese name.

With the first vocal of “ST”, a few
characters came to my mind. One of my
favorites was “Shi” 势, which signifies
momentum and power and embodies
the spirit of STOXX.

and whaT abouT The second characTer?

as a keen reader of the Sun Tze’s “art of
War”, i favored 势 - momentum - as Sun
Tze devoted one chapter in his masterful
book to Shi and it shows how important
this character (势) is. This word has a
deeper meaning if you look closer at the
different signs that it is made up of. 才
– talent or human capital - is very
important to our company and our
values. We nurture and develop our
human capital as we believe that our
people will raise the company to a
different global level. 力 – effort –
signifies the passion to enter new
territories and the hard work and effort
needed to put together a global and

With the first character fixed, the second
character had to sound like an O. “Tuo”
拓 came immediately to my mind to
signify STOXX’s asia team as a pioneer in
the asia/Pacific region. as the first team
of STOXX in asia, we need to constantly
innovate to enter into this new market
successfully. if we do a more in-depth
analysis of tuo” 拓, 才 – again emphasizes
human capital and suggests that only if
we work together as a strong team will we
move 石 – rocks.
combined with the first character 势,
this gives us a strong momentum in
innovation and exploration, which is the
spirit of STOXX. and with this strong spirit
and sense of innovation, we aim to bring
investors in this region many global and
local investment innovations in the future.
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hence, The mosT
imporTanT aspecT in
creaTing a chinese
name for sToXX was
To find a name ThaT
reflecTs The spiriT and
mission of The company

欧
带

marianne friese

how did you find ThaT balance?

势

拓

MaRIannE fRIESE
Marianne Friese Consulting
so going from The names of people
To naming companies? is iT a similar
eXercise?

MaRIannE fRIESE
whaT is so differenT abouT a name in
chinese raTher Than a name in say
english or german?

it is like earth and sky, the difference. in
english you have names like Peter, Janet.
But in chinese there are no names like
that. You have to choose characters,
which convey the meaning of a word
– such as heaven, beauty or water – to
create a name. most given names in
chinese have one or two characters
and family names generally have one
character.
So, for example, it is hard for a chinese
person to comprehend that there are
thousands of Janets in this world.

let me explain with the name of STOXX.
in a chinese context, STOXX is an
artificial name. The sound of the word
stock or stocks does not apply or have
meaning in chinese. hence, the most
important aspect in creating a chinese
name for STOXX was to find a name that
reflects the spirit and mission of the
company and at the same time this spirit
and mission can be conveyed by chinese
characters that are meaningful, resonant
and melodious. and each character is
pronounced differently in different parts
of china. hence the written name
becomes critical because Simplified
chinese, the written form, is the uniform
written language of the country.
So to find a name for STOXX, which
was done by our team in china, we had
to find in those 20,000 or so characters
a name that was not too obvious, that
was unique but also simple enough to
be memorable. To find a good balance
between these parameters is the hardest
part of the task.

What we did at first was to look at the
competitive environment, who the players
were in this sector in china, whether they
use dual names etc. Such a check gives
you an idea of what characters to avoid
and also gives you an understanding of
what kind of business environment exists
for the company identity-wise in china.
after this exercise we came up with a list
of about 100 names.
Then we clustered the names into groups
of names that showed similarities. and
from these clusters we came up with a
final list of about four names. from the
20,000 characters to the list of 100 to
the final two, the process involved talking
to men, women, bankers, writers, chinese
literature experts, chinese people living in
china, hong Kong and abroad, and many
others to get their input and opinion on
names. finally, it was mission critical that
the name can still be registered in the
respective categories. hence, we did quite
extensive pre-checks on this matter
before submitting any suggestions.
in the end, STOXX was pleased with the
final list of four we suggested. STOXX was
very actively involved in the process by
checking with key contacts in china on
their preferences regarding the names we
suggested. Of course, STOXX was with us
all the way, offering its input and ideas to
the search for the name. creating a
chinese name is a great project to deliver
– it takes experience and smarts from our
end and good cooperation and trust from
the client’s side.«
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